
Chapter 14
Fatigue wear

Fatigue wear: 
Contacts between asperities with very high local stress are repeated a 
large number of times during sliding or rolling; with or without 
lubrication.

High plastic deformation causes crack initiation, crack growth, and 
fracture. 

1. Fatigue wear during sliding

• At high coefficient of friction, high degree of plastic deformation.
• Shear strain is very high.
• Surface material is shifted in the sliding direction.
• Grains are drawn out, and oriented parallel to surface.
• Creation of submicron-sized dislocation cell, similar to highly cold-worked metals.
• High stacking fault energy promote cell formation; Al, Cu, Fe.



Wave formation of softer substrate by each sliding of harder material
Formation of waves is accommodated by severe plastic deformation.
After a large number of sliding, crack initiates

Mechanism of surface crack initiated  fatigue wear.
Delamination process



Thickness of lamina wear particles correlates with thickness of deformed layer.
Effect of particle pressure 
of oxygen

Active metals

Noble metals

The difference is because of re-adhesion of cracks in noble metals
Mechanism of sub-surface crack initiated  fatigue wear.

- Cracks initiate at inclusion
or
- Dislocation piles up at inclusion
- Void formation due to dislocation pile up
- Void is elongated
- Additions of elongated voids to create continuous cracks 



When one surface is much softer than the other, formation of thin film of 
the softer material is directly observed on its surface.

2. Fatigue wear during rolling

Rolling contact in ball bearing

Contact fatigue causes surface damage, creating pitting, wear debris, and 
leads to vibration and eventual failure of the bearing.

Contact fatigue or Surface fatigue:
Surface damage by repeated rolling contact.

Very high local stress due to small contact area.
Effect of lubrication and wear debris:
-Thickness of lubricated oil > 4 times surface roughness
- High viscosity
- Temperature, load, shear rate (velocity) effects
- Oil filter is needed.



Effect of material imperfection
- stress concentration
- weak spot

Severe plastic deformation is also observed in rolling contact.
especially when much sliding occurs.

Crack near contact point is stress concentration.
Surface mode

Sub-surface mode



Surface mode causes shallow dents, creating flaky debris: flaking failure Sub-surface mode creates deep spalls.

Possible co-formation and joining of surface and subsurface cracks

Cracking prevents heat dissipation from contact point.

Spherical wear debris from rolling contact



Hydraulic pressure accelerates crack propagation Hydrogen diffusion causes hydrogen embritlement

Operating condition effect:
Faster is better.
Difference in speed of two body creates traction and friction.
High load causes lubrication breakdown.


